Caring For Your Volumes
Thank you for your purchase of Rockstar Climbing Volumes!
Rockstar Volumes are extremely solid and well constructed, but unlike Polyurethane holds they are made of
wood, which can dent, chip or crack on impact. Treat them well and they will last a long time. Some helpful
guidelines:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Use the right size bolt we recommend a ⅜”16 Hex Bolt for installation. Length will vary depending on volume,
but mounting bolt should penetrate wall tnut 1” minimum. They can be purchased at Mcmaster Carr, Fastenal
or your local hardware store.
Do not overtighten 
volume
mounting bolts or 
hold
mounting bolts!
To prevent spinning, always use a screw at the edge in the locations provided on the volume, or use a buddy
hold (we recommend a buddy hold for smaller volumes)
Avoid screwing directly into the volume face ( if it’s unavoidable, predrill).
Do not drop volumes on edge on hard surfaces as this can damage the corners. When removing volumes from
the wall be sure to lower them carefully. Dropping onto other volumes or holds can damage them.
Clean volumes with a damp cloth or waterdampened nylon brush. DO NOT USE any metalbristle brushes!
Showface paint is waterproof, but interior is not, so 
do not dunk in water!!
When cleaning, 
do not dip in any cleaning solution!!
If the wood interior happens to get wet it must be dried
quickly and thoroughly. Place in front of a fan if possible.
If the volume finish is damaged by denting, chipping or peeling we recommend filling with bondo, sanding close
to surrounding area, and using a matching touch up paint. Paint can be acquired through Rockstar Volumes.

Limited Warranty:
At Rockstar Volumes we stand behind ( and hang from!) our work.
We warranty our volumes to be free from defects in materials or workmanship under normal use.
Rockstar Volumes will repair or replace, free of charge, any product that proves defective due to improper
materials or workmanship for a period of one year from date of shipping. After warranty period we will repair or
replace damaged product at standard labor and material rates.
This warranty DOES NOT COVER blownout, strippped or crossthreaded tnuts, damage due to application of,
or immersion into, water or solvents, breakage due to overtightening of mounting bolts or screws, dropping onto
hard surfaces or objects, or excessive use of screws in nonmanufactured holes.
No other warranty is expressed or implied. Rockstar Volumes assumes no responsibility or liability for improper
use or installation of its products. 
Customer assumes any and all risk in use of climbing volumes and holds.

